
6 EVENTS – 2 WEEKS – UNLIMITED TIME FOR 
NETWORKING – 50+ HOURS OF VIRTUAL CONTENT 

MAKING INTRODUCTIONS, ARRANGING MEETINGS AND BUILDING 
THE DEAL PIPELINE FOR A POST-COVID ENVIRONMENT

TXF MENA 
26-27 OCTOBER

TXF AFRICA 
28 OCTOBER

TXF AMERICAS 
22 OCTOBER

TXF ASIA 
29-30 OCTOBER

TXF FUTURE OF 
EXPORT FINANCE

23 OCTOBER 

19-30 October: TXF Export Finance World Fair: 
TXF Global, TXF Americas, TXF Future of Export Finance, TXF MENA, TXF Africa, TXF Asia 

TXF GLOBAL 
19-21 OCTOBER
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Your ticket admits access to a full two-week digital road show which runs from October 19-30 – 
the world fair will comprise of 6 events TXF MENA, TXF Asia, TXF Africa, TXF Americas, TXF 
Global Export and our newest event TXF Future of Export Finance plus more -  taking the best 
and most specific insights and content from each region and utilising today's technology to 
showcase the progress, potential and power of the global export finance industry today as well 
as giving you a platform to engage with thousands of export finance practitioners not only 
from your area but opening the door to international and cross region collaboration.  

It’s been a strange year to say the least, with face-to-face meetings on hold, our growing series 
of virtual events have proven to give our audiences the much-needed chance to make real 
connections, with greater audiences and wider participation, in a more accessible fashion, with 
longer-lasting exposure and with a higher production value. 

Ever the visionaries we weren’t satisfied with this, most virtual event providers do not deal with 
strict firewalls and IT requirements most of our clients need to have a seamless virtual experience. 
How could we ensure our export finance community have the best virtual experience with the 
greatest value with the highest quality networking and make that much needed origination and 
business development happen? 

That’s why over the past summer months we’ve been busy curating an all-signing, all-dancing 
virtual event platform with our customers in mind, a one-stop shop for networking, presentations, 
panel discussions, interactive workshops, useful materials and more.  

Take part in the only 2-week long virtual global export finance-athon of its kind for all the 
deal-making, linkedin-swapping, knowledge-sharing you can handle! Read on to find out 
what we've got in store for each of the 6 events! 

ROLL UP, ROLL UP FOR TXF’S MAGNIFICENT EXPORT FINANCE VIRTUAL WORLD FAIR 
2020, TAKE A TRIP ACROSS THE WORLD OF GLOBAL EXPORT FINANCE FROM ASIA, 

MENA, EUROPE, AFRICA AND AMERICAS TAKE YOUR PICK OF YOUR REGION OF INTEREST, 
AS WELL AS DISCOVERING INSIGHT AND OPPORTUNITIES ON A TRULY GLOBAL SCALE.

CLICK ON ONE OF THE EVENTS BELOW TO JUMP STRAIGHT TO THAT PROGRAMME

# WORLD 2020# WORLD 2020TXF FAIRTXF FAIR# WORLD 2020TXF FAIR

The event will be 
hosted on TXF’s 

bespoke platform: 
a one-stop shop 
for networking 
and content.

NEWNEWNEW



Our cool new 1:1 
and multi-party 

networking features 
will focus on making 

new business 
origination 

happen

YOUR VIRTUAL EVENT GUIDE

BEFORE 

Top regional deals in 
the spotlight - powered 

by Tagmydeals

Discover our 
new TXF curated 
networking tools

Custom
matchmaking 

service

Case studies with 
Q & As featuring 

the makers of 
the of the most 

outstanding 
global deals. 

Our brand new 
bespoke platform 

will put networking 
at the forefront - get 

access before the 
event begins 

TXF team will hand 
deliver 1:1 meetings 

with your most 
compatible 

business 
partners - get 
in touch now 

# WORLD 2020# WORLD 2020TXF FAIRTXF FAIR# WORLD 2020TXF FAIR

DURING

AFTER

The best 
content around 

Continue 
networking 

Post-virtual-
event-report

Don’t miss 
a thing

International 
live survey 

Join the 
TXF club

Pop the 
question

Who’s 
attending

Mingle with 
the crowd

TXF’s market 
leading news 
& data enable 
us to provide 
you with the 
most relevant 
discussions 

in the industry 
today

The live content 
may have ended, 
but we'll keep our 
bespoke networking 
tools open allowing 
you longer to connect 
with this global audience 

A detailed look at 
the day's content 
including attendance 
analysis, polling data 
and key session 
take-aways

With on-demand 
videos available 
immediately after 
and 3-months 
post-event

Get real 
time data, 
polls and 

insight from 
experts 
across 

the globe 

Calling on the 
team's personal 

connections right 
the way across 

the export finance 
sphere, we'll 

arrange 1:1 and 
multi-party 
meetings 

Message 
speakers 
before, 
during 
or after 

sessions with 
questions and 

comments

Find out 
who's 

viewing 
each 

session 
and get 
in touch

During 
networking 

breaks connect 
with intimate 

groups 
of potential 

business 
partners 

N E N E N E 
WSWSWS ???



For speaking opportunities please contact: 
eavie.burnett@txfmedia.com

THE GLOBAL EXPORT, 
AGENCY & PROJECT FINANCE 
GAMES RETURN FOR PART 2, 

JOIN DEAL-MAKERS FROM 
ACROSS THE GLOBE

Following the huge success of the global export finance virtual event in June with over 1500 digital attendees and 245 corporate 
companies, the virtual deals of the year ceremony, 4 interactive ideas lab and 10 keynote panels, get ready part two of the event 
as part of our epic 2-week long export finance world fair. 

The core focus of this forward-looking agenda is on leveraging the tools of export finance to rebuild economies through sustainable 
infrastructure investment, alongside how the product will evolve to finance new industries previously untapped by ECA finance. 

You will also discover the latest geopolitical and macroeconomic forecasts, ongoing effect of and responses to the pandemic, 
restructuring and workouts for loans, trade wars, sanctions, the OECD consensus, CPRI market appetite and capacity, 
digitalisation, borrowers balance sheet requirements, untied finance, ECA shopping lines, blended finance, development 
finance and eye-opening case studies.

All this delivered at breakneck speed by a host of corporate, 
banking and agency CEOs, state ministers, renowned economists 
and new voices previously unheard from at industry events.  

If you’re here to make a difference, you’re in the right place.  

As an industry, export finance has huge potential to change people’s lives for the better. 
In order to achieve this, however, we must consider how we work as an industry and where we need to do better.

TXF’s Future of Export Finance 2020 invites you to join a dynamic group of export finance professionals to plot your ideas on 
where we’re heading and how to get there. We consider how we can promote this vibrant sector to young, diverse talent and, 
crucially, then retain that talent. We look at the extent to which sustainability will become vital to our core workings, and how 
we must adaptaccordingly. 

We’ll consider a road towards financial inclusion for more 
female and black owned businesses, and the role that export 
finance has to play in a world that - rightly - will no longer 
accept the status quo.

VIRTUALLY CONNECT WITH INFLUENTIAL 
STRUCTURED TRADE & EXPORT FINANCE 
PROFESSIONALS ACROSS THE AMERICAS 
REGION.

VIRTUALLY CONNECT WITH INFLUENTIAL 
STRUCTURED TRADE & EXPORT FINANCE 
PROFESSIONALS ACROSS THE AMERICAS 
REGION.

We are bringing back TXF Americas: Structured Trade and Export Finance for a second round! Uniting the key players 
and deal makers of the region all under the ultimate TXF export finance platform.

Connect digitally with networking and sessions available 24/7 throughout the virtual conference giving you the ability 
to set your schedule, your way. Expect crucial updates in the macroeconomic and geopolitical space. 

How have ECAs posed themselves to support their exporters in LatAm? How are exporters and borrowers operating in 
the export finance world? Will the use of credit and political risk insurance in the US grow as a faster rate as a result of 
the pandemic? Our February audience voted Brazil and Mexico as the most promising markets - have those markets 
come to a standstill?

This is your chance to stay connected and ahead of the curve!

For speaking opportunities please contact: 
elsa.fucile@txfmedia.com

For speaking opportunities please contact: 
tom.pycraft@txfmedia.com 

CLICK ON EACH EVENT TITLE TO SKIP STRAIGHT TO THAT PROGRAMME



All aboard the TXF MENA train, for access to everyone who’s anyone in MENA export finance space. Join this virtual gathering 
of the region’s key-players and plan ahead for another year of successful deal-making! Partnering with the world’s newest ECA - 
Etihad Credit Insurance - as well as local government agencies, the Aman Union and a host of international and regional market-
movers, TXF MENA will be unlike anything you’ve seen before. 

The MENA market is navigating its way through a transformative 
energy sector, ECA-driven innovation, end-to-end digitisation 
of trade and increased localisation. Therefore diversity, 
dexterous deal-making, pricing and investment priorities 
will dictate performance levels in the region next year.

Don’t miss your virtual stop for TXF MENA, as we facilitate 
YOUR opportunities for origination, business development 
and navigate these challenging and unpredictable times.

DIGITALLY CONNECT WITH MENA’S KEY ECA, PROJECT, 
TRADE & COMMODITY FINANCE EXPERTS

26-27 
OCT

YOUR  TICKET ALL-ACCESS
TO AFRICAN EXPORT AND 
PROJECT FINANCE28  OCT

For speaking opportunities please contact: 
elsa.fucile@txfmedia.com

Get ready for TXF Africa 2020, bringing you macroeconomic analysis and thought leadership from across the continent. 

TXF team will hand deliver 1:1 meetings with your most compatible business partners, host interactive sessions with 
the region’s top borrowers and lenders, share exemplary deals from the deal makers themselves plus much more.

Africa’s need for infrastructure still remains strong. Whilst transportation and energy projects are still in high demand, 
the pandemic has caused increased interest in social and health infrastructure such as hospitals and schools. Given 
that Covid has delayed projects that were already in the pipeline, when will we start to see deals coming to fruition? 

Will you take part as Africa’s top borrowers and lenders pave 
the way for the future of African export & project finance. For speaking opportunities please contact: 

eavie.burnett@txfmedia.com

Join Asia’s primary 
event for the export 

finance market virtually.

For speaking opportunities please contact: 
eavie.burnett@txfmedia.com

You’re in luck! Your all-access world fair pass admits entry to: TXF Asia 2020: Export, Agency & Project Finance. And we can’t 
wait to welcome you back to the business-card-exchanging, knowledge-sharing and deal-closing world of TXF Asia 2020. 

As we reach further & wider with this virtual addition of the event, exporters, ECAs, banks & insurers will come together 
to share their expertise and predictions for Asian project & export finance. 

Coronavirus may be dominating our thoughts at the moment, but it’s not the only pressure the market faces. Increased 
tensions between the US and China are causing us to re-think supply chains, allowing space for countries such as Vietnam 
and Indonesia to fill the gaps.  

Sustainability is no longer a buzzword - in fact, major banks are pledging as much as $200 billion in sustainability-linked 
financing by 2025. This means we’ll have to re-think which projects can be viewed as sustainable.

Don’t miss out on the chance to join us, as we assess this 
confusing, challenging and unpredictable year in Asian 
export finance.

CLICK ON EACH EVENT TITLE TO SKIP STRAIGHT TO THAT PROGRAMME



SPEAKERSSPEAKERSSPEAKERSSPEAKERSSPEAKERSSPEAKERS

# WORLD 2020# WORLD 2020TXF FAIRTXF FAIR# WORLD 2020TXF FAIR

Susan Flanagan 
President & CEO 

GE Energy Financial 
Services

Viyay Iyer 
Vice President 

and Chief 
Operating Officer 

MIGA

Frank Vanwingh 
Group Deputy CEO 

Credendo

Roland 
Chalons-Browne 

CEO 
Siemens Financial 

Services

Thierry de Longuemar 
Senior Advisor 

to the President 
and Former CFO 

AIIB

Francis Ho 
Senior Director, 
Group Treasury 

and Project Finance 
CLP Holdings 

Limited

Paul Richards 
Head of Structured 

Export Finance 
ANZ

Richard Hodder 
Global Head 

of Export & Asset 
Finance 
HSBC

Debora Revoltella 
Chief Economist 

& Director Economics 
Department 

European Investment Bank

Daniel Schmand 
Global Head 

of Trade Finance 
& Lending 

Deutsche Bank

Catrin Fransson 
CEO 

Swedish Export Credit 
Corporation (SEK) 

Hacina Py 
Global Head of 

Export Finance and 
Impact Finance Solutions 

Societe Generale

Samallie Kiyingi
Director of Legal 

Afreximbank

Francesca Beomonte 
Global Head of 

Structured Trade 
& Export Finance 

UniCredit

Kazunori Ogawa 
Resident Executive 
Officer, Regional 
Head for EMEA

JBIC

Andre Gazal 
Global Head 

of Export Finance 
Credit Agricole CIB

Edna Schöne 
Member of the board 

of management 
responsible 

for the Federal Exort 
Credit Guarantees

Euler Hermes

Tianfu Yang 
CFO 

Power China 
International

Ebru Pakcan 
Global Head 

of Trade, Treasury 
& Trade Solutions 

Citi



TUESDAY 20TH OCTOBER

TXF GLOBAL TXF AMERICAS FEX 

WEDNESDAY 21ST OCTOBER THURSDAY 22ND OCTOBER FRIDAY 23RD OCTOBERMONDAY 19TH OCTOBER

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 

10:00 CET
World Fair Opening: The World 
of Tomorrow - New York 1930s

10:55 CET
State of play: 

The world today

10:30 CET
The global economic outlook

11:20 CET
Head to head: export finance 

leaders’ panel

11:50 CET
Audience Vote - sponsored by

12:00 CET
Who wants to be an export 

financier?

12:20 CET
Captain of industry fire side 
chat: industrial leadership in 

the age of Covid

12:50 CET
Keynote: Leveraging private 

and public capital to accelerate 
the energy transition

1:20 CET
Winners and losers: Private market 

insurance in the aftermath of Covid-19

1:50 CET
Mechanisms of policy: 

Regulation forum

2:20 CET
OECD Update

2:40 CET
Networking roulette

3:10 CET
Conference close

10:00 CET
Day Two opening remarks

10:10 CET
Keynote presentation: 
EFIC in the limelight

10:30 CET
A new paradigm in ECA 

Financing

11:00 CET
In the field: 

Sustainability in export credit

11:30 CET
ECA Renewables 

finance

12:00 CET
Case Study: National Grid - National 

Grid’s Viking Link project secures multi 
ECA green loan worth $743m

12:30 CET
International trade credit 
insurance trends in 2020

12:50 CET
Idea lab: The longevity 

of new support instruments

1:20 CET
Idea lab: New ECA Horizons

1:50 CET
Networking roulette

2:20 CET
Conference close

2:20 CET
Conference close

9:10 CET
Conference close

9:40 CET
Inside the Race for a Covid Vaccine

10:00 CET
Day Three Opening Remarks

10:10 CET
In the spotlight: Assessing market 

trends and plotting the course ahead

10:40 CET
Report card: How has export finance 

responded to Covid-19?

11:10 CET
Keynote panel: 

Banking leaders’ observations

11:40 CET
R&D labs: ECA soapbox

12:20 CET
Robust action stabilises global trade: 
Restructuring & Workouts for loans

12:50 CET
Idea lab: The claims environment for 
public and private insurers: What has 

happened, and what is expected?

1:20 CET
Idea lab: Stick or twist: 

Trends in secondary market distribution

1:50 CET
Networking roulette

7:20 CET
Briefing: 

Around Latin America in 20 mins 

8:10 CET
Networking roulette

7:40 CET
Case Study: 

Financing Project Amadeus $1.6bn 
energy-efficient pulp plant

3:50 CET
Americas opening remarks

4:10 CET
Navigating the storm: 

ECA support in the Americas

4:40 CET
Financing solutions for 

local borrowers

5:10 CET
Private and public sector underwriting 

perspectives on Latin America

5:40 CET 
Americas exporting in the 

time of Covid

6:10 CET
Lessons learnt: 

managing a portfolio in a crisis

6:40 CET
The great debate: 

US elections 2020 uncovered

7:00 CET
Idea Lab: 

Country Briefing - Brazil

10:00 CET
Welcoming remarks

10:10 CET
Successful strategies: 

Implementing diversity

10:40 CET
Leading from the front: 

Senior leadership in export finance

11:10 CET
The future is digital: 

How will 4IR shape Africa?

11:40 EST
Export finance: 

A career path mapped

12:10 CET
Exporters' focus

12:40 CET
Export finance with a purpose: 

The role of the modern ECA 
debated

1:10 CET
Networking roulette

AGENDA AT A GLANCE AGENDA AT A GLANCE 
WEEK 1 WEEK 1 

19-23 OCTOBER19-23 OCTOBER

AGENDA AT A GLANCE 
WEEK 1 

19-23 OCTOBER

# WORLD 2020# WORLD 2020TXF FAIRTXF FAIR# WORLD 2020TXF FAIR



TUESDAY 27TH

TXF MENA TXF ASIATXF AFRICA 

WEDNESDAY 28TH OCTOBER THURSDAY 29TH OCTOBER FRIDAY 30TH OCTOBERMONDAY 26TH OCTOBER

DAY 6 DAY 7 DAY 8 DAY 9 DAY 10 

9:00 CET
Opening remarks

9:05 CET
Keynote ECI Welcome Remarks

9:20 CET
Around the world in ECAs: 

Regional Updates

10:00 CET
Bankers Panel: 
Toughening Up

10:30 CET
Idea Lab: 

Assessing the promise: Saudi Arabia

10:55 CET
Double-down or track-back? 

ECA approach to ESG transition 
today

11:25 CET
Turkey's escalatory spiral: Implications 

for economic and war risks

11:45 CET
Idea lab: 

UAE

12:35 CET
TXF MENA Closing Drinks 

Reception

12:05 CET
Idea lab: 

Egypt

13:05 CET
Conference close

9:00 CET
Welcoming remarks 

9:05 CET
The Middle East in review – Keynote 

Geopolitical Address

9:30 CET
Borrower’s panel

10:00 CET
Live Launch: 

Islamic Finance Solution

10:30 CET
Project opportunities in MENA

11:00 CET
Audience response Survey – 

which sectors and markets do 
you see opportunity?

11:15 CET
Idea Lab: Private and public 

cover in the middle east

9:55 CET
Welcoming remarks 

10:00 CET
Looking ahead: 
Africa in 2021?

10:30 CET
Protecting mutual interests 

in challenging times: 
An ECA update

11:00 CET
The corporate perspective 

on Covid-19

11:30 CET
Industry focus: Mining

12:00 CET
Sustaining communities: 

Structuring impactful energy projects

12:30 CET
Structuring impactful energy 

projects

1:00 CET
Closing remarks

1:05 CET
Networking roulette

11:35 CET
Networking roulette

12:05 CET
Conference close

8:00 CET
Welcoming remarks

8:10 CET
Making projects happen: 
Keynote borrowers’ panel

8:40 CET
Supporting Asian business: 
Update from Asia’s ECAs

9:10 CET
International perspectives: 

Global audience survey

9:20 CET
CPRI update: 

Provision and risk in changing times

9:50 CET
Head to head: 

Return of the Oxford style debate

10:20 CET
Idea lab country briefing: 

Indonesia

10:20 CET
Idea lab country briefing: 

India

10:50 CET
Networking roulette

8:00 CET
Welcoming remarks

8:05 CET
Who wants to be an export 

financier?

8:20 CET
Keynote interview: 

An update from the AIIB

8:40 CET
From ESGs to tangible goals: 
Making sustainability a reality

9:20 CET
A new direction: 

Powering Asia’s energy transition

9:50 CET
Eyes on 2021: 

An Asian infrastructure boom?

10:20 CET
Idea lab: 

Inside project finance

10:20 CET
Idea lab: 

Inside multi-sourced deals

10:50 CET
Conference closing 

remarks

10:55 CET
Networking roulette

AGENDA AT A GLANCE AGENDA AT A GLANCE 
WEEK 2 WEEK 2 

26-30 OCTOBER26-30 OCTOBER

AGENDA AT A GLANCE 
WEEK 2 

26-30 OCTOBER

# WORLD 2020# WORLD 2020TXF FAIRTXF FAIR# WORLD 2020TXF FAIR



10:00 CET

World Fair Opening: The World of Tomorrow - New York 1930s 
In the 1930s New York showed the world, and 40 million visitors, an optimistic vision of what 
a global future could hold. While previous fairs had celebrated current achievements of nations, 
this fair embraced the possibilities of ‘The World of Tomorrow’ and was conceived in the Great 
Depression. Our world may have been temporarily put on hold by Covid-19 but we have the 
opportunity to reassess how we rebuild the world of tomorrow. Now it is time to get to work 
and use the financial tools at our disposal to build a new, brighter, cleaner, greener, more efficient 
world for us all to live in. In this opening session the creative minds of TXF take you on interactive 
journey, plotting the course of the next 10 years of export finance, covering the project landscape, 
industries to be financed, new products, themes and paradigm shifts awaiting us.

AGENDA - DAY 1 - 19TH OCT

19-21 19-21 

OCTOBEROCTOBER
19-21 

OCTOBER
19-21 19-21 

OCTOBEROCTOBER
19-21 

OCTOBER

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

10:30 CET

11:20 CET

The global economic outlook – some good out of bad?

Head to head: export finance leaders’ panel

Debora Revoltella,  Chief Economist & Director Economics Department,
European Investment Bank

Andre Gazal, Global Head of Export 
Crédit Agricole CIBFinance, 

Catrin Fransson,  Swedish CEO,
Export Credit Corporation (SEK)

Moderator: 
Dominik Kloiber,  TXFCo-founder,

Richard Hodder, Global Head 
of Export & Asset Finance, HSBC

The Covid-19 pandemic has caused deep global uncertainty, a shock to supply and demand, 
a decline in world trade and an aggravation of existing protectionist tensions. Uncertainty in trade 
policy and adverse political settings on a global scale has seen a negative impact on investment 
and an increase in de-globalisation. Economically, with the first wave of the virus still growing, 
and second wave feared to be on its way, a deep global recession is likely. The longer disruptions 
to economic activity continue the deeper the recession will go, with business finding it harder to 
service debt, heightened risk aversion leading to climbing borrowing costs, and bankruptcies and 
defaults leading to financial crises in many countries. By contrast, the world has had time to rethink 
and reinvent itself. Industries including technology, communications and media have flourished. We 
will see an influx of new clean and sustainable energy and infrastructure projects designed to spur 
economic growth. Is it all doom and gloom, or is the initially rocky road paved in gold ahead? 

Export finance leaders are invited to outline their vision of how the export credit industry will 
evolve over the medium to long term:
• The impact of the pandemic on current and future books for banks and ECAs
• Evaluation of ongoing ECA responses to the crisis, workouts and restructurings
• Lessons from worst hit industries – cruise and aviation
• New product lines, initiatives to support exporters and customers and future demand for cover
• Sustainability, social impact and financing energy transition
• Market for newly ECA-covered industries including EV and battery storage
• Advocacy efforts for changing the OECD Consensus, local content rules and the dream landscape 
   for ECAs to operate
• Untied lending and comparison of European and Asian ECAs
• Effect on ECA capacity of non-performing loans, defaults, CPRI market retraction and sovereign 
   downgrades 
• The pandemic as a driver for digitisation and increased accessibility for new customers, industries 
   and SMEs

Edna Schoene,  Head of ECA-business,
Euler Hermes

10:55 CET

State of play: The world today

Derek Halpenny, MUFGEuropean Head of Global Markets Research, 

We catch up with Derek Halpenny to see how the macroeconomic outlook has changed since his 
Olympian forecast in June...



12:00 CET

11:50 CET

12:20 CET

1:20 CET

12:50 CET

Who wants to be an export financier?

Audience Vote - sponsored by

Captain of industry fire side chat: industrial leadership in the age of Covid

Winners and losers: Private market insurance in the aftermath of Covid-19

Keynote: Leveraging private and public capital to accelerate the energy transition

Roland Chalons-Browne,  Siemens Financial ServicesCEO,

Michiel de Vries,  ING BankGlobal Head ING Structured Export Finance,

Rachael Anstock, UK Head 
of Credit Lines, Zurich

Andrew Underwood, Chief 
Underwriting Officer - Specialty, 
UK & Lloyd's, AXA XL

Moderator: 
Dom Kloiber,  TXFCo Founder,

Susan Flanagan,  President & CEO,
GE Energy Financial Services

We survey the delegates to discover who is in the audience, their predictions for the export 
finance industry in the medium to long term, top regions, new industries, health of traditional 
business lines, innovations, products, areas of coverage and impact of Covid 19, all broadcast 
live at breakneck speed

A brand new gameshow format which tests contestants on the latest in export finance while they 
try to raise money for their chosen charity. Our guest will have to answer a series of increasingly 
difficult questions on key market issues. If they come unstuck, help is at hand in the form of four 
lifelines: Ask the Audience, using our live polling system; Phone A Friend, allowing them to get the 
help of an industry expert; Ask the Host, allowing them to get no help from a TXF host; and 50-50. 
You can play along remotely while listening to engaging commentary on some of the latest trends 
in the industry.

Against the backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic and global economic downturn, how are 
industrial leaders gearing their organisations to aid in the rebuilding of economies through 
infrastructure investment and project growth? How will they respond to the demand for 
clean technology and sustainable finance? What financial tools will they use to structure 
these projects? How can multinationals and governments collaborate to bring more projects 
over the line? What can agencies do to better serve the needs of their customers? What is 
the strategic view of Siemens FS over the next 10 years?

Underwriters and brokers are pitted against each other to share the latest outlook for the CPRI 
market in light of recent retractions in private market capacity due to Covid-19: 

With the backdrop of today's global markets, this session will cover how private capital providers 
are responding to funding energy infrastructure as nations continue to pursue a diverse energy mix. 
It will also explore how export credit agencies have stepped up to enable critical energy projects. 

Interviewed by 
Max Thompson,  TXFEditor,

James Esdaile, Managing 
Director, BPL Global 

The pandemic is having an impact on the CPRI market in terms of appetite and capacity. How and 
where (countries and sectors) have underwriting opportunities been hit? Surveys say more than 
two thirds of insurers have reduced their credit income forecasts. Why? Is new established minimum 
criteria making it more difficult to take on new risk and will that increase risk premiums and pricing, 
cut line sizes and indemnity levels? While appetite has been adjusted for future books what is the 
outlook on current concerns and claims in the portfolio? What has been the effect of ECAs and 
alternative providers stepping in to fill gaps in private market cover – is it a long term trend? How 
will PRI providers seek to diversify and write new business – and will that affect cover in Africa? 
The greening of private insurance is also working in tandem with the crisis; what impacts are being 
seen on insurers and reinsurers? This session explores this and the future of new entrants and 
products amid a rapidly changing backdrop.

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

Interviewed by
Tom Pycraft,  TXFSenior Producer,

Huw Owen, Head of Underwriting 
and London Markets - Financial Risk 
Solutions, Liberty Specialty Markets

Moderator: Katharine Morton, 
 TXFHead of Trade, Treasury & Risk,



10:10 CET

10:00 CET

10:30 CET

Keynote presentation: EFIC in the limelight

Day Two opening remarks

A new paradigm in ECA Financing

Moderator: 
Hacina Py,  Société GénéraleGlobal Head of Export Finance and Impact Finance Solutions,

Expo 2023 has the theme ‘Science, Innovation, Art and Creativity for Human Development. 
Creative Industries in Digital Convergence.’ Closer to home, export finance industry pundits are 
talking about using Covid-19 as a paradigm shift in ECA focus, with more projects being done in new 
technologies, telecoms/media, renewable energy, electric vehicles, storage/transmission/distribution 
of energy alongside collaborations with DFIs in healthcare, sanitation, water, education and social 
impact projects. How will these transactions differ from traditional ECA ones and how will they be 
structured? How much liquidity do they require? Will we see an increase in smaller ticket transactions 
and how can we make the product more suitable for these through standardised documentation and 
digitisation? Will we see a change in the role of commercial banks to a focus on structuring? While 
it is both prudent and exciting to look to the future, we also need to examine the present. Compared 
to current portfolios what percentage of total business do these new industries represent for ECAs 
and banks? Going forward when do we expect these industries to dominate ECA backed finance?

We discuss Export Finance Australia's responses to Covid 19 and delve deep into their evolving and 
expanding mandate:
• Global supply of critical minerals and rare earth 
• Infrastructure project pipeline
• Activities in 5 key markets: PNG, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Philippines, Vietnam

AGENDA - DAY 2 - 20TH OCT

Stefan Crets,  Executive Director,
CSR Europe

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

Michele Dee, Regional Head 
in Africa & South Asia, UKEF

1:50 CET

Mechanisms of policy: Regulation forum

Francesca Beomonte, Global Head of 
Structured Trade & Export Finance, UniCredit 

Henri d’Ambrieres,  Manager,
HDA Conseil

Jens Oliver Haupt, Head of Financial 
Services, Senior VP, SMS Group

Moderator: Vinco David, 
 Berne UnionSecretary General,

Our panel or industry experts and regulatory figures debate the key regulatory issues of today:
• New regulations and allowances in response to Covid-19
• The status of the EU CRR regulation, ECB Guidance on NPLs, and credit insurance activity in the CRR
• Sustainable finance regulation and its impact on the export finance market
• OECD modernisation update
• IBORs and export finance
• Effect on European banks of increased competition on dollar-based transactions, deposits and 
   the regulatory perspective
• Secure Overnight Funding Rate (SOFR) versus LIBOR – what are implications for the market?

2:20 CET

OECD Update
Briefing on main activities of the OECD Export Credit team in 2020

David Drysdale, Head of Division, 
Export Credits Division, OECD

Swati Dave,  Export Finance AustraliaManaging Director & CEO,

Moderator: 
Dan Sheriff,  TXFCEO,

3:10 CET Conference close

2:40 CET

Networking roulette 
Research shows an optimum networking group size of 4 people. As such you will be placed in 
a room with 4 people at random for a total of 10 minutes. A chance to swap contact details and 
make that next deal. After 10 minutes you will be automatically reshuffled to another room for 
10 minutes. Then again for a further 10 minutes. A total of 3 times! If you want to change your 
group at any point you can also reshuffle at click of a button. Happy deal making!

Katy Rose, ProximoManaging Director, 



11:00 CET

12:00 CET

12:30 CET

11:30 CET

In the field: Sustainability in export credit

Case Study: National Grid - National Grid’s Viking Link project secures multi ECA green loan worth $743m

International trade credit insurance trends in 2020

ECA Renewables finance

Paul Richards, Head of Structured 
Export Finance, ANZ

Federico Robaina, Senior 
Manager Corporate Finance 
Treasury, Nationalgrid

Moderator: Luca Lunari, Head of 
Export Finance, Italy & Origination, 
Europe, BNP Paribas

Stefan Schmidt, 
Head of Department, 
Euler Hermes

Kazunori Ogawa, Resident 
Executive Officer, Regional 
Head for EMEA, JBIC

Robert Suter, Berne UnionMLT Committee Chair, 

Moderator: 
Jonathan Bell, Editor 

TXFin Chief, 

In June 2020 export finance leaders from commercial banks, ECAs and government met at the 
TXF Digital Olympics in 'The Garden' to discuss how the export finance industry has responded 
to the demand for sustainability across all business lines. We now advance to the field to discuss 
practical applications within export finance and roadmap the next 10 years:
• While sustainable principles spread across all business practises, in terms of investment where 
   is export finance best placed to help? How is our commitment to fulfilling the SDGs & ESGs 
   changing both the projects we choose and the way we finance these?
• What targets have we set and how do we measure deliverables? Currently where do sustainable 
   projects fit into total export finance volumes? In the next five years how do sustainable 
   investment targets compare to the targets of the complete investment portfolio?
• How can we use data to track and enforce our commitments? What is the criteria we need for 
   eligibility?
• How are products on the market from green bonds to SDG linked loans and ESG-tied debt 
   performing? And what new products and innovations can we see coming to the fore?
• Renewables and energy transition have paved the way, will we diversify into new industries 
   that respond to the SDGs and how can export finance evolve in order to be a suitable 
   product for these?
• What does this mean for traditional ECA industries and legacy projects? Will we see stranded 
   assets and how does this factor into strategy?
• How can all actors and stakeholders better collaborate to ensure standards are met? How can 
   we ensure accountability and strict criteria are upheld?

We shine the spotlight on this $743 million ECA-backed financing; made up of $488 million of 
eight-year-and-11-month SACE-covered debt and a $255 million eight-year-and six-month tranches 
covered by Euler Hermes, structured under National Grid’s Green Financing Framework. The 
facilities are being provided by BNP Paribas the structuring bank, bookrunner, mandated lead 
arranger and lender of both facilities, Euler Hermes the agent, HSBC the bookrunner, MLA, lender 
and agent of the SACE tranche, and NatWest the bookrunner, mandated lead arranger, lender and 
facility agent of the Euler Hermes tranche. The banks, SACE and SIMEST were advised by Clifford 
Chance, and National Grid was advised by Linklaters. It represents the first time multiple ECAs have 
come together to finance a green project of this size. It was also unique in signing over lockdown 
which presents a whole myriad of challenges that where successfully navigated. Key actors in this 
transaction are invited to the silver screen to discuss their role in successfully bringing this project 
to close, and what it means for the green projects our industry will finance going forward.

Update on Berne Union activity, latest initiatives in MLT and results of member survey on Covid response. 

We catch up with two unique and active ECAs  who been tapping the tools of export finance to 
harness the power of renewable energy. What can be learnt from recent projects closed and what 
innovations have emerged? Where are we seeing the most activity, and what does the project 
pipeline look like for esteemed speakers? Will offshore wind continue to dominate or is there new 
ECA life in solar? How can export credit play a greater role in clean energy transition and storage? 
Is the product fit for purpose or do we need to innovate further?

Ivar Rekve, 
Director of Energy 
& Industry, GIEK

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

Kristin Parello-Plesner, 
CSR Director, EKF

Arnaud de Rouffignac, Head 
Environmental and Social, Bpifrance AE

Norbert Heller, Department Head 
Project & Customer Finance (ERL), 
Siemens Financial Services

Moderator: 
Dan Sheriff,  TXFCEO,

Cristina Morelli, 
Managing Director, Head 
of Export Finance, SACE 

12:50 CET

Idea lab: The longevity of new support instruments 
Take stock of how governments, ECAs and IFIs have modified, extended and used existing support 
instruments to counter the Crisis and to discuss what of that is worth being kept as permanent and 
what should be abolished again once the crisis is over.

Dr. Sebastian Hofert von 
Weiss, Head of Project 

 EY/AHBFinance,

Ralph Lerch, Head 
of Export Finance 
Origination, DZ Bank

Moderator: 
Dom Kloiber, 

 TXFCo Founder,



10:10 CET

10:00 CET

9:40 CET

In the spotlight: Assessing market trends and plotting the course ahead

Day Three Opening Remarks

Inside the Race for a Covid Vaccine

Alfonso Olivas, Head of Data 
& Analytics, TXF Data

Gina Villacob, CommerzbankVP Export Finance, 

Aymeric Brasseur, Export Finance Analyst, 
Asia, Middle East & Turkey,  Societe Generale

We delve deep into the TXF deals database, analysing closed deals from 2014-2020 and the 
pipeline of new opportunities, to highlight market trends, growth industries and challenges ahead. 
What can we learn from the deals that closed thus far during the pandemic? How badly will ECA 
volumes be impacted and how will the sector adapt?

AGENDA - DAY 3 - 21ST OCT

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

10:40 CET

Report card: How has export finance responded to Covid-19? 
In June we gathered to discuss the world of export finance, most of us working from home due to 
Covid-19, under the assumption that we would meet physically this October. With the World Health 
Organization citing up to two years until the pandemic subsides, we need to evaluate our initial 
responses and prepare ourselves for the years to come:
• How can we better respond to the challenges facing new business origination?
• Clarity, communication, speed of execution is key – what can we learn from digital transactions 
   that have closed?
• Evaluating the success of payment deferrals, waivers, concessions, debt restructuring and 
   policies that have worked to ease working capital challenges for corporates
• How have banks and ECAs responded to the needs of sectors most impacted by Covid-19? 
   And with the pandemic ensuing how long can sectors such as cruise and aviation hold out?
• With uncertainty of the level of 100% financing available how can we club together to ensure 
   we bring more projects over the line? How can we stop bottlenecks and delays?
• Co-financing – will we see an increased convergence between ECAs and development banks 
   to ensure more projects are financed? How will this effect eligibility criteria? What’s the role 
   of commercial banks?
• Will we see increased liquidity and flexibility, standardisation and co-operation between ECAs 
   to create simplicity and uniform products?
• Are we seeing a decrease in CPRI market capacity impacting banks’ ability to price and provide 
   commercial loans? How is bond market volatility creating further complications?
• Will government need to increase funding to support ECAs, and what else can they do to help?
• How and when will we convene to modernise the OECD Consensus and can Covid-19 be an 
   accelerator for change? What are the most pressing changes needing championing?

Vijay Iyer, VP & Chief 
Operating Officer, MIGA

Pierre-Marie Debreuille, 
Head of Export Credit, SFIL

Stephen M. Renna, Chief 
Banking Officer, US EXIM

Moderator: Katharine Morton, 
Head of Trade Treasury & Risk, TXF

Yoshi Ichikawa, Head of Europe 
& Executive Director, Structured 

Standard Export Finance, 
Chartered Bank

1:20 CET

Idea lab: New ECA Horizons
Our pundits gather for a session of future mapping and blue sky thinking within the realms 
of export finance. What industries will we finance and what does the market look like for EV, 
smart cities an digital infrastructure?

Jonathan Joseph Horne, Managing 
Director, Structured Export Finance, SMBC

Heiko Lentge,  PwCGlobal Head Export Credit Agency Advisory Practice,

Marc P. Schlatter, Executive Director, Head 
of Export Finance Asia/Pacific, LBBW

Tom Pycraft, TXFSenior Producer, 

Heidi Larson, The Vaccine Confidence Project London School of HygienePhD, Director, 

Moderator: 
Dominik Kloiber, TXFCo Founder, 

1:50 CET

2:20 CET

Networking roulette

Conference close

Antje Rigó, Director Export Finance, 
Ferrostaal Equipment Solutions



THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

11:10 CET

Keynote panel: Banking leaders’ observations

Ebru Pakcan, Global Head 
of Trade, Treasury & Trade 
Solutions, Citi

Daniel Schmand, Global 
Head of Trade Finance 
and Lending, Deutsche Bank

In the light of Covid-19 we ask heads of units that include export, project and trade finance their 
view on the future of export finance as an asset class within their wider group strategy. With a global 
recession looming do we expect to see an uptick in business due to the countercyclical nature of 
export finance? How will the drive for sustainability and demand for green infrastructure investment 
shape the groups’ strategies? In today’s landscape of price compression and rolling regulation how is 
ECA finance perceived? What does this mean for the future of large ECA finance teams? What is the 
role that banks will play in structuring ECA transactions given liquidity from institutional investors 
and ECA direct lending? What is the effect of digitisation and innovation within trade and export 
finance and the types of transactions banks favour? Has digitisation been accelerated by the pandemic? 
Will we see a shift away from financing long tenor illiquid assets in favour of new fast-moving industries?

11:40 CET

R&D labs: ECA soapbox
Back by popular demand, this session allows ECAs from across the world to update exporters, 
lenders and borrowers on their latest products and innovations. We invite the panel to cross 
examine each other and the audience to ask probing questions on ECA responses to the 
Covid-19 pandemic, coverage, direct lending, national interest, pricing, ECA reinsurance, 
local content, the OECD Consensus, ‘shopping lines’, untied finance and sustainability.

Marie Aglert, Director 
of Business Area for 
Large Corporates, 
EKN
Carmen Vara, State Account 
Business Division Director, CESCE

Jan-Philipp Apking, 
Head of Department 
Africa & CIS, Euler 
Hermes

Richard Simon-Lewis, Head 
of Global Origination, Client 
Coverage, Marketing 
& Communications, UKEF

Moderator: Matías Herkómmer Carrión, 
SantanderGlobal Export & Agency Finance, 

12:50 CET

1:20 CET

Idea lab: The claims and restructuring environment for public and private insurers: 
What has happened, and what is expected?

Idea lab: Stick or twist: Trends in secondary market distribution 

12:20 CET

Robust action stabilises global trade: Restructuring & Workouts for loans

Ahmed Madkour, Middle East Claims 
& Recovery Director, Recovery Advisors

Valerio Ranciaro, 
Director General, 

 SACE SRV

Arnaud Sarret, Head of Structured 
Export Finance, Natixis

Simon Jones, Head of Export & Agency 
Finance, EMEA, TD Securities

Thibaut De Haene, Group Chief 
Legal Officer, Credendo 

Barry Huber, Global Practice 
Leader Political Risk, Credit 
and Bond, AKA AL

Richard Evans, Export and 
Agency Finance - Director, Citi

Moderator: 
Sean Keating,  TXFEditor,

Dr. Hanna Lehmann, Team Head 
Transaction Management, Export 
Finance, Commerzbank

Moderator: Dr. Andreas Klasen, 
Professor of International 
Business, Offenburg University

We gather our brightest minds to discuss best practices in complex deal restructurings and 
workouts for loans. What can be learnt from the aviation and cruise sectors? With many sectors 
struggling with the impact of Covid-19, renegotiation is necessary, meaning that ECAs banks, 
insurers, lawyers and corporate treasury teams will need to collaborate and understand the 
challenges others are facing in order to find mutually beneficial solutions for all. Our expert panel 
examines how ECAs are looking to deploy their countercyclical instruments quickly and effectively:
• Helping borrowers when creditworthiness evaporates, easing the burden for existing importers 
   during times of duress
• A pillar to lean on: claims handling and pro-active extension agreements as pillars of the trade
• All necessary action is local: getting the ‘benefit message’ across to hard hit medium-sized 
   borrowers and how to achieve low cost collateralisation that benefits all
• Friends indeed: experience at the receiving end during the crisis

1:50 CET Networking roulette

2:20 CET Conference close 

With a global recession looming, many factors point to increased demand for ECA financing and 
liquidity. Banking regulation on long dated, liquid loans has had severe implications on available 
bank liquidity and the cost of funding, paving the way for institutional investors, asset managers 
and secondary market distributors to step in. While better placed to pick up the slack, what are 
these investors thinking in the current environment, and what is their appetite for ECA backed 
debt? How does this compare to other asset classes including bond markets? In the current 
landscape of continued uncertainty how much capacity do investors have for new risk?

Moderator: 
Jonathan Bell, 

TXFEditor in Chief, 

Moderator: Katharine 
Head of Trade Morton, 

Treasury & Risk, TXF



9:50 EST 
3:50 CET 

10:10 EST 
4:10 CET

Opening Interview: Responding to Covid in LatAm

Navigating the storm: ECA support in the Americas 
2020, a year that rivals the impact of the 2008 Recession with a global health crisis, upcoming 
US elections, environmental disasters, and geopolitical tensions on the rise, the need for ECA 
support is vital.
• What measures have ECAs such as US Exim, EDC, Bancomext, and BNDES taken in the midst 
  of such a trying year?
• What new programs are being introduced in order for exporters and borrowers to overcome 
  the onset of market changes?
• Will exporters receive the flexibility and innovation required from ECAs and DFIs to get deals 
  that are on the table across the finish line?

10:40 EST 
4:40 CET

Financing solutions for local borrowers
6 months post-lockdown, what have been the changes in financing terms for borrowers 
and exporters in LatAm? How have exporters fared with the changes in supply chains?
• Is enough support and flexibility being provided by governments, local banks, ECAs, 
   and regional MFIs such as CAF and CABEI?
• Are exporters turning to third country sourcing for ECA financing? Is it to soon for 
   borrowers in LatAm to turn to untied lending schemes?

AGENDA - DAY 4 - 22ND OCT

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

Paula Swain, Director of the Global Energy 
Projects & Structured Finance Division, US EXIM

Dilawar Bajauri, Senior Underwriter, Financial 
Institutions & Capital Markets, MIGA

Olga Calabozo Garrido, Regional Head - Latin 
America & the Caribbean, MIGA

Elsa Fucile, Content 
Manager, TXF

Moderator: 
 Managing Director, Hesham Zakai, TXF 

Romario Alves, Head of Trade & 
Supply Chain Finance, IDB Invest

Moderator: Piers Constable, Managing 
Director, Head of the Americas, Structured 
Trade & Export Finance, Deutsche Bank

Pauline Sebok, Head of 
Americas Region, SACE 

Sergio Novis, Institutional 
Relations, BNDES

Moderator: 
Raj Daryanani,  BNP ParibasDirector - Export Finance Americas,

Lenny Floria, Head of Regional Treasury 
& Structured Finance for the Americas, Nokia

Juan Jose Garcia, Regional 
Head of Syndications, IFC

11:10 EST 
5:10 CET

Private and public sector underwriting perspectives on Latin America
A discussion amongst underwriters from both private insurance and ECAs on insuring LatAm MLT 
risk in the post-Covid environment. 
• To what extent and for how long will Covid impact risk fundamental in the region?
• Which countries will recover most quickly, and who requires the most support - how can this 
   be delivered?
• What risks are exclusive to Latin America?
• What impact will claims have on underwriting of new risks? 
• Is a greater level of partnership and risk sharing expected as part of the response? What will 
   this mean for re-insurance?

Corina Monoghan, Senior 
 Talbot Vice President,

Suzanne Garrod, Head of 
the Americas, Zurich 

Natalie Chiaramonte, Senior Vice President 
& Senior Underwriter, Sovereign Risk Insurance

Evan Freely, Director, New York, 
BPL Global

Moderator: 
Principal, David Anderson, Anderson Risk Consultants



THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
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2:10 EST 
8:10 CET

3:10 EST 
9:10 CET

Networking roulette

Conference close

Research shows an optimum networking group size of 4 people. As such you will be placed in 
a room with 4 people at random for a total of 10 minutes. A chance to swap contact details and 
make that next deal.
After 10 minutes you will be automatically reshuffled to another room for 10 minutes. Then again 
for a further 10 minutes. A total of 3 times! If you want to change your group at any point you can 
also reshuffle at click of a button.
Happy deal making!

1:00 EST 
7:00 CET

Idea Lab: Country Briefing - Brazil
We turn to Brazil, geopolitical and macroeconomic issues, investment opportunities across 
different asset classes, changes in risk appetite and pricing and much more. As it stands, will we 
expect a shift away in focus from renewables towards real estate and social infrastructure asset 
classes in its place? What measures have ABGF and BNDES introduced to support its borrowers 
and exporters? Will we see new sources of investment capital and a greater demand for dollarized 
transactions? Which sectors hold most potential in the wake of the impact 

11:45 EST 
5:45 CET

12:15 EST 
6:15 CET

12:40 EST 
6:40 CET

Corporate Americas in the time of Covid

Lessons learnt: managing a portfolio in a crisis

The great debate: US elections 2020 uncovered

We gather the largest international and local borrowers, exporters and traders to discuss the outlook 
for the region, opportune sectors and geographies, challenges to existing portfolios, restructurings, 
support from ECAs, and essential product updates to make business more favourable.

Valentino Gallo, Founding 
Partner, Javalyn Partners 

Michelle Digruttolo, Ankura Consulting Senior Managing Director, 

Henrique de Azevedo Avila, Industry, Services and Export Credit Division, Office 
of the Managing Director, Brazilian Development Bank – BNDES

Marie Torres, International Trade 
Finance Manager, Ellicott Dredges

Pablo Otín, Chief Executive 
Officer, Powertis
Moderator: 
Nathan Nelson, EDCRegional Vice-President- Latin America & Caribbean, 

Interviewed by: 
Jonathan Bell, TXFEditor in Chief, 

Robert W Doyle, Director, Project 
& Structured Financing, Honeywell UOP
Luis Arizaga, Exus Partner, 
Management Partners

1:20 EST 
7:20 CET

1:40 EST 
7:40 CET

Briefing: Around Latin America in 20 mins

Case Study: Financing Project Amadeus $1.6bn energy-efficient pulp plant

Many of Latin America's countries have faced credit downgrades, now with Covid's continuing 
ramifications, where does the region stand? This regional brief gives you the latest geopolitical 
and macroeconomic outlook

Thomaz Favaro, Control RisksDirector, Brazil & Southern Cone, 

Sekou Calliste,  IFCSyndications Officer,

Moderator: 
Mauricio Gonzalez,  North America BNP ParibasHead of Export Finance,
Moderator:
Christopher Scrivener,  BNP ParibasDirector and Head of Export Finance for Brazil,

Satu Savelainen, Mining Finnvera plcHead of Structured and Trade Finance, Forestry, 

Felipe Macia Urrea,  Resource Mobilization IDB InvestLead Investment Officer,

Thomas Fritz,  Pulp LenzingFinance Director,



10:00 CET

10:10 CET

10:40 CET

11:10 CET

Welcoming remarks 

Successful strategies: Implementing diversity

Leading from the front: Senior leadership in export finance

The future is digital: How will 4IR shape Africa?

For an organisation to truly champion diversity, it must implement strategies that encompass 
the entire business model. We look at how best to put in place these strategies, considering:
• What strategies are working, particularly when it comes to hiring more Black people into the 
   industry?
• Creating a pipeline of diverse talent takes time. What happens across the lifespan of an individual’s 
   career and at what points is intervention needed to give marginalized individuals a boost?
• We give examples of existing diversity practices that are making a tangible difference to 
   organisational hierarchy

Welcome to the future! At TXF, we have always put the future of industry front and centre of everything 
we facilitate. As well as focusing on topics and formats that drive the industry forward, we run a series 
of initiatives designed to help young and marginalized recruits access the support they need. Today, we’ll 
use our FEX initiative, for junior recruits, and Stages for Change, for female, BAME, and marginalized 
professionals, as lenses to consider how we create a vibrant financial community for tomorrow. 

Over the past few years, diversity has moved from a 'nice to have' to a 'need 
to have' within organisations – and these changes are the results of great 
leadership. In this session, we invite C-Level women to the stage to discuss:
• No career path in this industry is the same. What have our speakers' individual journeys through 
   export finance looked like?
• What are their key tips for younger people, especially women, looking at a career in export finance? 
• Which topics or projects within export finance are most important to them? 

One of Africa's greatest strengths is being overlooked: the continent boasts swathes of young
talent primed to shape the future of industry. But the jobs market remains sparse, meaning that
many are using their skills to forge their own paths using tech. In this session, our young African
leaders consider:
• Why is 4IR so important to the continent and how will it shape young people's access to careers
   in finance?
• How will tech driven by young people transform the future of energy and thereby accelerate
   African development?
• What do our young leaders need from the market to allow them to excel? 

AGENDA - DAY 5 - 23RD OCT

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

IN PARTNERSHIP 
WITH

Doyinsola Pedro,  Deutsche BankStructured Trade & Export Finance,

Moderator: 
Veronika Koroleva,  How to be Human at WorkPartner, gunnercooke, & Founder,

Co-moderator: 
Kristina Holzhäuser, Commerzbank Head of Asset Finance Europe, 
Co-moderator: 
Christina Lutz, LBBWSenior Professional Export Finance, 
Catrin Fransson, 

 SEKCEO,

Moderator: 
Eavie Burnett,  TXFContent Manager,

Edna Schöne, Head of ECA 
Business, Euler Hermes

Moderator: 
Tina Nduta,  East Africa Extractives NetworkFounder,



11:40 CET

12:10 CET

Export finance: A career path mapped

Exporters' focus

Export finance offers an exciting career path, albeit one that can be years in the 
making. In this session, we gather a mix of new recruits and seasoned pros to discuss 
their journeys through export finance, focusing on why this is a worthwhile career path: 
• How did our senior panelists get started in their careers, and why were our newer 
   recruits attracted to this financial niche?
• The opportunity to travel has long been an exciting pull for some interested in export 
   finance. How will the move away from international travel impact  new recruits?
• How do we ensure that new hirees are fully onboarded and offered the same opportunities 
   as those who started before the world of work changed beyond recognition?

We often focus on the banking side of export finance, but in this session we consider the exporter:
• What does the future of exporting look like given the disruption to supply chains this year?
• How does the changing nature of exports, such as the rise of 3D printing, impact exporters' 
   needs from ECA cover?
• What do our exporters predict their financial needs will be in 2021, and how would they 
   like banks to cater to them?
 

IN PARTNERSHIP 
WITH

Fanny Amet,  Credit Agricole CIBAssociate Director Export Finance,

Riham Mansoor,  UKEFSenior Underwriter,

Moderator: 
Eavie Burnett,  TXFContent Manager,

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

1:10 CET Networking roulette

12:40 CET

Export finance with a purpose: The role of the modern ECA debated
An ECA's mandate is to promote local exports, thereby boosting local economies. By this logic,
ECAs should surely have a responsibility to engage in ethical practices that benefit local
exporters and the world at large. We ask:
• Do ECAs do enough to support businesses owned by Black, female, and other marginalized
   owners, whose lack of access to capital costs the global economy trillions?
• Should ECAs take a more active stand when it comes to sustainability? Is it becoming an 
   ECA's role to disengage from coal projects and other dirty energy?

Marianne Wlassewitch,  BpifranceArea Manager ASEAN,

Sophia Schultz-Renz,  Euler HermesAdvisor International Cooperation,

Kate DeAngelis,  Friends of the EarthInternational Policy Analyst,

Nastassja Cernko,  OeKBSustainability Manager,

Moderator:
Hesham Zakai,  TXFManaging Director,



9:00 CET Opening remarks

AGENDA - DAY 6 - 26TH OCT

26-27 
OCT

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
TRAIL-BLAZING SPONSORS

Keynote ECI Welcome Remarks

Massimo Falcioni, CEO of Etihad Credit Insurance, welcomes digital delegates to the Middle East 
segment of the TXF World Fair with a warm welcome. The address will talk about the current 
climate in the Middle East, the general response and business atmosphere given the unprecedented 
circumstances, and what ECI has been doing to support companies and counterparts in the region.

Massimo Falcioni,  Etihad Credit InsuranceCEO,

9:05 CET

9:20 CET

Around the world in ECAs: Regional Updates
This panel will provide vital updates to export and project finance professionals in the region. 
Much has occurred since 2020 kicked off. Clients have called for greater flexibility from their home 
country ECAs to remain competitive and continue projects that have been put on hold. We will 
zoom into the differences between OECD and non-OECD bound ECAs levels of inventiveness and 
investments in technological innovation. How can those ECAs bound to the OECD consensus provide 
a more flexible product offering? Will the increase in ECA financing match that of the post-recession 
in 2008/09? That changes have been made to their product offerings? Are ECAs able to continue 
offering the longer tenors their competitors are unable to?

Anne Crepin,  SFILDeputy Head of Export Finance,

Nabil Jijakli,  CredendoGroup Deputy CEO,

10:00 CET

Bankers Panel: Toughening Up

While ECA financing becomes a more lucrative option for exporters and borrowers, how are 
international and regional banks coping in the current market state? How are pricing structures 
shaping up? How has their risk appetite for certain countries (such as Lebanon, Egypt, and Iraq) 
and for certain sectors (such as infrastructure and utilities) evolved? Are banks still able to provide 
enough support to their clients? Have opportunities for new partnerships or collaborations cropped 
up to provide more liquidity and favourable terms to borrowers? Are Central Banks providing 
enough support via their stimulus packages and payment delays or are more support measures 
required? Will we see an increase in more structured products rather than short-term loans as 
lending appetite decreases?

Yusuf Ali Khan, CITIManaging Director - Head of Trade MENAPT, 

Cedric Derras,  UniCreditCIB MEA Country Head,

Per Akerlind, SEKDeputy CEO, 

Moderator: 
Manav Futnani, HSBCHead of Export Finance MENA, 

Alarik d'Ornhjelm, Director - Head of Middle East & Africa, Structured Trade & Export 
Finance, Deutsche Bank

Sarah Pirzada Usmani, Managing Director, Head of Asset & Project Finance – Loan Capital 
Markets, FAB
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11:35 CET

12:05 CET

Networking roulette

Conference close

Research shows an optimum networking group size of 4 people. As such you will be placed in 
a room with 4 people at random for a total of 10 minutes. A chance to swap contact details and 
make that next deal. After 10 minutes you will be automatically reshuffled to another room for 
10 minutes. Then again for a further 10 minutes. A total of 3 times! If you want to change your 
group at any point you can also reshuffle at click of a button. Happy deal making!

Live Idea Lab: Assessing the Promise: Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia continues its push towards greater economic diversity to minimize its dependency on 
its natural resources, expand its public sectors and provide crucial support to its exporters. We will 
hear the latest updates from key players in the region to uncover project pipelines, Saudi ECA plans 
and opportunity for international collaboration

Simon Lee,  Managing Director - Head of International Trade and Transaction Banking,
Credit Agricole CIB

10:35 CET

10:55 CET

Double-down or track-back? ECA approach to ESG transition today
The transition towards a greater focus on ESG principles is at a crucial moment today. On 
the one hand, material progress has been made, for example through the adoption of OECD 
Recommendations. On the other hand, the Covid crisis poses the risk of derailing this transition, 
particularly if ECAs and borrowers see it as a luxury in testing times. This session will explore 
this dynamic in more detail and with concrete examples, placing it in the context of the Middle 
East where a heavy Oil & Gas nature makes it an even more important question.

Dongjoon Lim, Head of Environmental 
& Social Department, Korea Eximbank
Moderator: 
Nagib Eid,  SGDirector Export Finance, Asia & Middle East,

Francisco Anzola, CC SolutionsPrincipal, 

Julio Fernández-Giro Ayuga, Head of 
Environmental & Social Department, CESCE

11:25 CET

Turkey's escalatory spiral: Implications for economic and war risks
Turkey is in a spiral of economic crisis and regional escalation. It is likely to continue on this 
pathway for the foreseeable future, raising the risk of conflict with its neighbours, especially 
if the US were to reduce its regional role. This session will examine the commercial implications 
of this dynamic, including the risk of a financial crisis that forces a stop to this policy.

Firas Modad, IHS Markit Director – Middle East and North Africa, 

AGENDA - DAY 7 - 27TH OCT

8:55 CET
Welcoming remarks

9:05 CET
The Middle East in review – Geopolitical Address

9:30 CET

Borrower’s panel
With the tightening of access to liquidity in the market, paired with a greater demand for innovation 
and flexibility, are borrowers to get the financing terms they need in such tumultuous times? 
Are we starting to see an uptick in requests for ECA financing? Which financing alternatives are 
being deployed? We discuss what local borrowers require to have their financing needs met.

Neeraj Agrawal, Group CFO, 
Crescent Petroleum
Nader Ragheb, Group Treasurer, 
Orascom Construction

Leslie Abraham, Executive Manager – Acquisitions 
& Project Finance, ACWA Power

Sorana Parvulescu,  Control RisksHead of Political Risk,

Loay Ghazaleh Advisor, Office Of The 
Undersecretary (US), Works Affairs
Moderator: 

Head of Export Finance Europe, Middle East & Africa,Veronique De Blic,  BNP Paribas

Elsa Fucile, TXFContent Manager, 



10:00 CET

10:30 CET

11:00 CET

11:15 CET

Live Launch: Islamic Finance Solution

Project opportunities in MENA

Audience response Survey – which sectors and markets do you see opportunity?

Idea Lab: Private and public cover in the middle east 

Join us for the live launch of ECI's new Islamic Finance Solution, led by its Director of Murabaha 
Solutions. The session will look at the new product, the role it will play in the market, how it can be 
innovative, and most importantly, how it will provide an avenue to unlock new transactions in the region.

With governments readjusting their spending to accommodate some of the lowest oil prices in history 
in conjunction with a global slow as result of the pandemic, we examine which crucial projects and 
sectors will prove the most opportune in the years to come. How will PPP projects play out? Will we 
see greater investment in digital infrastructure as a result of Covid 19? Will we see new investors in 
the market?

Zishan Iqbal,  Etihad Credit InsuranceDirector of Murabaha Solutions,

Francisco Anzola, CC SolutionsPrincipal, 

Eva Steinhaus, German Emirati   Director, Competence Center for German Export Finance, 
Joint Council for Industry and Commerce (AHK)

Mothana Bahjeat Qteishat, Managing Director for the Middle East & Africa Region, 
Jinko Power

Moderator: 
Max Thompson,  TXFEditor,

11:45 CET

Idea lab: UAE 
The country functions as a gateway between the East and West, and most recently the centre
of the One Belt, One Road initiative.
How can investors navigate one of the most commoditised renewable energy markets in the
region? Is green hydrogen the way to go?
How does the UAE's PPP structure compare to others in the region? What are the lessons
to take away from them so far?

Layali Abdeen, MIGA Senior Underwriter, 

Michael Creighton, Willis Towers Watson Executive Director, Credit & Political Risks, 

Shailendra Kaushik, Cities ForumCo-Founder, 
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Maninder Bhandari,  Derby Group of CompaniesDirector,

12:35 CET

13:05 CET

TXF MENA Closing Drinks Reception 

Conference close

12:05 CET

Idea lab: Egypt
With its IMF lending program nearing its end, is Egypt back in action or will it be gone in a flash 
as it faces a currency devaluation?
Which sectors hold the greatest opportunities?
Will ECAs and other players in the community increased their activity in the country?
Their levels of debt have increase – is it sustainable or will it be temporary? 
Will the country shift to greater private sector investment as a result?

Victor Carstenius, EKNSenior Country Analyst, 

Robert Besseling, EXX AFRICAExecutive Director, 

Mohamed Azzam, Export Credit Guarantee of EgyptManaging Director, 

Moderator: Elsa Fucile, , TXFContent Manager



10:00 CET

9:55 CET

10:30 CET

Looking ahead: Africa in 2021?

Welcoming remarks 

Protecting mutual interests in challenging times: An ECA update

Following on from the World Bank/IMF Autumn Meetings, we now have a much clearer picture 
of Africa's economic outlook for 2021. This briefing focuses on Africa's imminent future, including:
• What does economic recovery look like for Africa? Which countries will do well coming out of 
   the crisis?
• Will the expected extension of debt relief for African countries be enough? Which countries will 
   feel the majority of the shock?
• Where are we most likely to see defaults, and how will these pan out?

As the market becomes more and more challenging, ECA support will be more necessary than 
ever. We gather ECAs and product users active across Africa to consider what the product is 
needed for in these trying times:
• What initiatives is ECIC working on to support businesses impacted by Covid-19?
• What have international ECAs offered for their local exporters seeking to do business in Africa?
• Businesses will continue to need support even when the bulk of the crisis recedes. Will ECA 
   led initiatives be long-term, and how do they plan to serve their clients further down the line?
• Will the OECD need to become more flexible in its guidelines surrounding local content? To what 
   extent are these rules inhibiting international investment into African projects in need of ECA cover?

AGENDA - DAY 8 - 28TH OCT

Craig Weitz,  NedbankPrincipal: Export Credit Finance,

Moderator: 
Sujithav Sarangi,  Standard CharteredExecutive Director, Project & Export Finance,

Samallie Kiyingi,  AfreximbankDirector of Legal,

Mandisi Nkuhlu, ECICChief Operating Officer, 

Robert Besseling,  EXX AfricaExecutive Director,

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
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11:00 CET

The corporate perspective on Covid-19

In this interactive session, we gather African corporates to discuss their experiences through 
the pandemic and financial needs going in to 2021.
• How have our corporates fared so far in this crisis? 
• What headwinds have they had to deal with?
• What do they need from ECAs, DFIs, and financiers to support them into 2021?  

Mahlaste Ndabani, MAN Automative (South Africa) Export Sales Manager, 
Proprietary Limited

Deepen Jhina,  MTNGeneral Manager: Capital, Investment & Funding,

Moderator: 
Ed Harkins, South African Chamber of CommerceTrade Ambassador, 



11:30 CET

12:00 CET

12:30 CET

Idea lab: Mining

Industries of tomorrow

Structuring impactful energy projects

Mining remains one of Africa’s largest industries, but it remains fraught with complications – 
both relating to the pandemic and pre-existing concerns around local rights and Black economic 
empowerment. In this briefing, we provide an in-depth overview of the sector and the challenges 
it faces.

• What are the impacts of recently amended regulations facing the mining industry?

• How should the industry become more mindful of communities living around mining sites? 
   Given that legislation around the issue remains nebulous, how do we protect the interests of local 
   communities and enable their involvement with mining activity impacting their land? How do we 
   use South Africa’s rich resources to promote Black economic empowerment within the country?

• How has the pandemic impacted this industry which, by its nature, cannot be managed from 
   a home-based office? What does this mean for the future of one of Africa’s largest industries?

With the pandemic changing ways of life across the globe, we've seen industry success fluctuate. 
Unlike the GFC of 2008, industries aren't seeing a unilateral downturn. Rather, we are being forced 
to assess which supply chains are truly vital and how to protect them for the future. In this 
workshop, we discuss:

• Which industries have proven vital this year? 

• Is agriculture one of the most important industries for Africa, and how do we sustain 
   its growth into 2021?

• What safeguards do we need to put in place to ensure that our vital supply chains are 
   protected during times of crisis? 

Sustainability doesn't just refer to a project's impact on communities and the environment; it 
also means that the longevity of that project must be considered. Energy is hailed as the key 
for development across Africa, and a project's impact relies largely on its ability to last for many 
years. In this session, we consider how to structure reliable, long-term energy-efficient solutions 
that will change lives in rural Africa:

• What financial mechanisms need to be considered to ensure that a project can be maintained 
   after initial funding pays for its construction?

• Which are the best entities to insure renewable energy projects in Africa?

• How must developers work with local leaders to ensure that communities' needs are met?  

Angelica Adamski,  Sweden Africa ChamberDirector,

Lodewyk Meyer,  Baker McKenziePartner,

Yats Gopaul,  CapeAfrica Renewable EnergyDirector,
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Moderator: 
Tina Nduta,  East Africa Extractives NetworkFounder,

1:00 CET

1:05 CET

Closing remarks

Networking roulette



AGENDA - DAY 9 - 29TH OCT

8:10 CET 
15:10 SG

8:40 CET 
15:40 SG

9:10 CET 
16:10 SG

Making projects happen: Keynote borrowers’ panel

Supporting Asian business: Update from Asia’s ECAs

International perspectives: Global audience survey

Welcome to TXF Asia 2020. It’s been a challenging year, not just for export finance, but for the 
world at large. For the first day of this event, we’ll take stock of some of the economic trends 
that impact today’s market, including the regions, sectors, and challenges to look out for

According to TXF data, Asia and Asia Pacific combined contributed just 9.1% of global export 
finance volumes in 2020. Despite this, the region is renowned for a strong borrowing market with 
its eyes set on the pipeline for 2021. We gather some of Asia’s leading borrowers to consider:
• This year, governments have been focused on Covid relief programmes. Do our borrowers see 
   increased interest in large capex projects for next year? Does this exceed the traditional political 
   cycle by releasing large capex projects as a countercyclical measure following short-term 
   Covid relief?
• What do borrowers need from ECAs given today’s challenging business conditions? Are they 
   appeased by new products, or do they need more? 
• What’s in the pipeline for 2021? Do borrowers think that banks will be able to support them?

It’s become more important than ever for ECAs to support their local exports and overseas 
investment. Over 2019, 35.8% of volumes covered by the top 10 ECAs were supported by Asian 
players, with K-Sure representing the second largest ECA in terms of covered volume. We gather 
some of Asia’s leading ECAs for a frank, open discussion that considers:
• Global ECAs have rolled out a raft of initiatives to support local businesses through the 
   Coronavirus crisis, but we haven’t seen anything on the same scale within Asia. Why is this, 
   and can we expect to see new products emerging? 
• Is this uptick in untied financing here to stay? How is the balance between ‘tied’ and ‘untied’ 
   support changing, if at all?
• How are Asian ECAs addressing the low export finance volumes we’ve seen this year?
• Will the Asian ECA market take a conscious stand when it comes to sustainability? 

As it's more important than ever to come together virtually, gathering market sentiment is 
paramount. This audience survey gathers the opinions of our global delegates, considering:
• How is your organisation adapting to working from home?
• Which industries do you think will succeed in 2021?
• What are you optimistic about for next year?

8:00 CET 
1 00 SG 5:

Welcoming remarks

Tianfu Yang, Chief Financial 
Officer, Power China

Moderator: Sumanta Panigrahi, Managing Director Asia Head, Export & Agency 
Finance, Treasury & Trade Solutions, Citi

Moderator: 
Paul Richards,  ANZHead of Structured Export Finance,

Mari Oi, Executive Officer Senior General Manager Corporate Planning and 
Policy Office, NEXI

Kah Jin Khoo, Head of Insurance & Takaful Department, Political Risk & Credit Insurance, 
Export-Import Bank of Malaysia Berhad

Shylene Tan,  ANZAssociate Director, Structured Export Finance,

Francis Ho, Senior Director, Group 
Treasury and Project Finance, CLP Holdings Ltd

THANK YOU TO OUR INNOVATIVE, 
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Damien Tay, General Manager, Commercial & Business 
Development, Summit Power International
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9:50 CET 
16:50 SG

Head to head: Return of the Oxford style debate
The Oxford Style Debate is back, pitting industry leaders against each-other in a battle of opinions. 
Our teams take on some of the hottest debates facing the global market today. The winners? 
That will be for you to decide.
• Will ECAs respond to the Coronavirus crisis in the same way that they reacted to the Global 
   Financial Crisis?
• Should low income countries in Asia be more coordinated with their borrowing? Should banks 
   be more careful when lending to countries that could find themselves in debt distress?
• Is the industry really taking sustainability seriously? 
• Is the OECD consensus fit for purpose, and is the US seriously blocking progress on the matter? 

9:20 CET 
16:20 SG

CPRI update: Provision and risk in changing times

A ‘crisis’ doesn’t mean that the CPRI market withdraws and ECAs step in – far from it! The CPRI 
market continues to write long-term, non-cancellable limits. ECAs do not represent the be all and 
end all of insurance in the export finance market: the private market offers a wealth of opportunity 
for cover. Our leaders from the CPRI space consider: 
• Covid-19 hasn’t proven to be a catastrophe for this market. Why is this, and what types 
   of business is CPRI executing?
• Has the market seen an increase in claims given the crisis and, if so, how is it managing the demand? 
• Is it now even more important than before for ECA and CPRI cover to be considered alongside 
   each other? 
• The Covid crisis has not prevented the CPRI market from executing new business – far from it. We 
   examine the latest figures on enquiry levels, NBIs and policy closings from this year compared to last.
 

Peter Gilbert, BPL GlobalHead of Asia Pacific, 

Tim Warren,  ZurichHead of Credit Lines, Asia Pacific,

Chris Sawyer,  Liberty Specialty MarketsHead of Financial Risk Solutions - Asia Pacific,

Moderator: 
Patrick Sheriff,  ChaucerUnderwriter,

Edward Hui, Regional Head of Structured Trade & Export Finance Asia Pacific, 
Deutsche Bank
SunJung Lee, Head of Export Agency Finance, Asia PacificGlobal Transaction Banking, 
Asia Pacific, Santander

10:20 CET
17:20 SG

10:20 CET
17:20 SG

Idea lab country briefing: Indonesia

Idea lab country briefing: India

2021 will be pivotal for Indonesia, as the recently re-elected President will be in the position 
to deliver on some of his promises. We gather key investors to discuss: 
• Will the presidential re-election result in a surge in big capex projects? Which opportunities 
   should ECAs keep their eyes on for 2021 involvement?
• On average over the last three years, power has been the largest market in Indonesia. nterestingly, 
   the government seems to be shifting away from its focus on coal and is embracing cleaner 
   energy. What opportunities will this offer to international players, and how can they best 
   capitalise on these? 
• Will Indonesian SOE reform provide ripe opportunities for ECA involvement? 

As India’s economy continues to grow, interest in working in the country piques. In this expert 
briefing, we’ll consider:
• How will India meet its ambitious renewables targets?
• What political challenges do exporters face when working in this market?
• Is India likely to benefit from the move away from a China focused supply chain model?  

Joy Rankothge,  EDCChief Representative Southeast Asia,

Graham Bright,  Euro Exim BankHead, Compliance & Operations,

Laurent Eurin,  Societe GeneraleHead of SG Export Finance Asia, Middle East & Turkey,

Celine Trinh, Credit Agricole CIBDirector – Export Finance Asia Pacific, 

Moderator: 
Dominik Kloiber,  TXFDirector,

10:50 CET
17:50 SG

Networking roulette
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8:40 CET
15:40 SG

From ESGs to tangible goals: Making sustainability a reality

We have spent a lot of time quibbling over taxonomies and criteria, but the export finance industry 
is now taking sustainability far more seriously: some organisations are even pledging up to $200 
billion in sustainability-linked financing by 2025. In a shift from previous years, companies are 
increasingly looking at the carbon footprint or ‘green’ impact that their investments leave behind. 
To transform ambitious targets into reality, we have got to rethink how we incorporate sustainability 
into deal-making. We consider how to make this happen:
• We will need to diversify our sustainability portfolio to meet ambitious targets. Which industries 
   should we be considering outside the renewables space as potentials for sustainable investment? 
   Do the answers lie in real estate and logistics companies looking to build warehouses and 
   properties that meet international standards?
• How can we embed sustainability into financial structures as well as considering the types of 
  projects we will and will not finance? Which sustainability-tied deals have emerged in the last 
   year, and is a KPI-led incentive scheme the only option?
• Some countries, notably Indonesia, are still lacking the necessary frameworks to support ESGs. 
   Has the attitude towards sustainability shifted enough in certain countries to see a significant 
   difference?
• What needs to be done to move away from a world of ‘tick-boxing’ and into a market that 
   takes sustainability seriously?  

Anne Crepin,  SFILDeputy Head of Export Finance,

Steven Mulder,  ING BankDirector ING Structured Export Finance Asia,

Moderator: 
Loic Le Sache,  BNP ParibasHead of Export Finance Asia Pacific,

Marianne Wlassewitch,  BpifranceArea Manager, ASEAN,

Katharina Jacoby, Crédit Agricole CIBHead of Export Finance Asia Pacific, 

Yesterday we looked at the trends impacting the export finance market, today we will focus on how 
we create a sustainable, diverse, conscious future for our industry.

8:00 CET 
15:00 SG

Welcoming remarks

AGENDA - DAY 10 - 30TH OCT

8:05 CET
15:05 SG

8:20 CET
15:20 SG

Who wants to be an export financier?

Keynote interview: An update from the AIIB

Our special guest faces a series of questions about today's export finance market. Will they need 
to use a lifeline - phone a friend, ask the audience, or 50/50 - or will they choose to go it alone? 
Play along at home and see if you too could be an export financier. 

Having gained momentum over the past years, the AIIB is piquing interests. In this keynote
presentation, we'll discuss everything that the DFI has been up to, and how it plans to 
continue to support projects throughout the coronavirus crisis.

Guest: Associate Director,Ashutosh Singh,  ANZ

Interviewed by: 
Head of Export Finance Asia, Middle East & Turkey, Laurent Eurin, Societe Generale

Moderator: Eavie Burnett,  TXFContent Manager,

Thierry de Longuemar, AIIBSenior Advisor to the President and Former CFO, 
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10:20 CET 
17:20 SG

10:50 CET 
17:50 SG

Conference closing remarks

Nowadays, most investments require sourcing from many different suppliers out of various 
countries. Structuring an Export Credit Agency covered financing for these multi-sourcing 
projects has therefore become more and more challenging and complicated. In this interactive 
idea lab, we explore the best ways to put together even the most challenging of deals:
What does your business need to account for when structuring an ECA deal? Where would 
consultancy benefit you?
We examine the technical details of recently executed deals to establish why they went so well, 
and which elements should be taken as a 'blueprint' for a successful deal

Thank you for joining us for the TXF World Fair!

Stefan Pfingsttag, Director Sales Southeast 
 Ferrostaal Equipment SolutionsAsia,

Antje Rigo,  Director Export Finance,
Ferrostaal Equipment Solutions

10:20 CET 
17:20 SG

Idea lab: Inside project finance
Across the region, Asia and the Pacific see huge demand for infrastructure. But how do these 
projects come together, and which key players need to collaborate to take a project from an idea 
through to construction? In this session, we get in to the nuts and bolts of a project lifecycle, 
considering:
• What role do multilaterals, ECAs, and private sector participants have to play within the anatomy 
   of an infrastructure project?
• At what points do each player get involved, and why is their contribution important? 
• We consider some examples of collaboration on large-scale infrastructure projects in Asia

9:50 CET 
16:50 SG

Eyes on 2021: An Asian infrastructure boom?
Although most governments have had to focus on direct provisions surrounding the Coronavirus 
crisis this year, Asia’s need for infrastructure has not diminished. It is therefore likely that we will 
see an infrastructure boom over 2021 as governments look to re-invigorate their economies. 
This panel sets its eyes on the future, considering:
• The end of 2020 will be crucial for lining up these projects. Where should ECAs and banks look 
   to sniff out next year’s large capex deals? 
• Will we see governments changing the type of projects they mandate? Will they re-focus around 
   social infrastructure and energy transition given this year’s happenings? 
 

Adolfo Dindo Abueg, Managing Director & Co-Head Project Finance Asia Pacific, 
Korea Development Bank

Laure Duvernay,  Director Project Finance & Business Development,
Alcatel Submarine Networks

Moderator: 
Carlos Santonja,  SantanderExport & Agency Finance,

Carsten Böhler, Head of Acquisition 
& Representation, SERV

Juan Tiang Kow, Deputy Executive 
Director, Infrastructure Asia

Idea lab: Inside multi-sourced deals

Bonnie Chow, Senior 
Underwriter, AXA XL

Kah Jin Khoo, Head of Insurance & Takaful Department, Political 
Risk & Credit Insurance, Export-Import Bank of Malaysia Berhad

9:20 CET 
16:20 SG

A new direction: Powering Asia’s energy transition 
Over the course of this year, the renewables market appears to be one of the only ones to continue 
to see success. According to TXF Data, renewables was Asia and Asia Pacific’s top sector over 2019 
and 2020. In this session, we examine Asia and Asia Pacific’s energy transition, assessing the 
opportunities available. 
• We know that Taiwan is a hotspot for offshore wind. Will this continue, and which other markets 
   should we look to? Perhaps South Korea? Or could Vietnam’s nascent offshore wind scheme be 
   a game changer?
• India and Japan are increasingly interested in solar power. Which institutions are primed to 
   capitalise on this? 
• How can we ensure that renewables can provide profitable, affordable energy for Asian 
   communities?

Munetaka Horiguchi, Vice President, Deputy Division Director, Business Development 
Division, Growth Strategy Division, Chiyoda Corporation

Stefan Rethmeier, Director 
Export Finance - APAC, LBBW

Leo Kirby, GE Capital Energy Managing Director of Global Capital Advisory – APAC, 
Financial Services

10:55 CET
17:55 SG

Networking roulette

Moderator: 
Jonathan Bell, TXFEditor in Chief, 
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In these challenging times TXF’s growing series of virtual+ events have given 
our audiences a real chance to connect and create opportunities for business 

development, don’t just take our word for it: 

Corporate companies

2020 TXF VIRTUAL EVENT BREAKDOWN  2020 TXF VIRTUAL EVENT BREAKDOWN  2020 TXF VIRTUAL EVENT BREAKDOWN  2020 TXF VIRTUAL EVENT BREAKDOWN  2020 TXF VIRTUAL EVENT BREAKDOWN  2020 TXF VIRTUAL EVENT BREAKDOWN  

VIRTUAL EVENT TESTIMONALSVIRTUAL EVENT TESTIMONALSVIRTUAL EVENT TESTIMONALSVIRTUAL EVENT TESTIMONALSVIRTUAL EVENT TESTIMONALSVIRTUAL EVENT TESTIMONALS

May I take this opportunity to say just how
impressed I was with TXF’s organisation of this
event. I thought this was brilliantly organised
and very well executed. Well done all the TXF
team for blazing the trail into the future!

We’ve all been impressed with the virtual 
conferences – both the website / virtual hosting 
site and the content, so congratulations. We 
really loved the proximity of the panel sessions 
when done by Zoom with pics.

Tanya Epshteyn, 
Head of Structured Finance, 
Czarnikow Group

Nigel Scott, Global Head 
Structured Trade & Commodity 
Finance, SMBC

„ „
I am continuously impressed with everything you 
guys do and last week was no different. I really 
enjoyed tuning in and stayed up way past my 
bedtime to take part in many of the sessions.

Very exciting platform for the conference! TXF,
thank you for this amazing opportunity to have
such an event during this challenging time.

Tatyana Zhakarova, 
Managing Director REC 
& EXIAR Finance, Trade 
and Export Finance, 
VTB Bank„ „

Just a quick note to congratulate you for last week's event. 
It was a great success from the numbers you have shown 
and certainly I very much enjoyed it. You have been adapting 
to the challenging circumstances better than anybody else, 
mastering quickly the virtual-conference technology, without 
losing your signature humorous touch (particularly 
appreciated given the times!), confirming your 
leadership in the industry. 

I am super impressed with what you guys 
have put together - this is cutting edge 
and looks really good. Please tell the team 
well done! And so far I am in two meetings 
to do proposals for projects!

Valentino Gallo, Javalyn partners

Mark Taylor, 
MD, TEMAMII Pty Ltd - 
TXF Global
„ „

Abbey Sturrock,  - Public Senior Vice President

Agency Head, Asia-Pacific 
Political Risk & Structured Credit, 
Marsh JLT Specialty

# WORLD 2020# WORLD 2020TXF FAIRTXF FAIR# WORLD 2020TXF FAIR
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JGC Corp

JSW Steel 
Limited 

Linde AG

Marubeni 
Asian Power 

Vietnam

Marubeni 
Corporation 

Metinvest

Mitsubishi 
Corporation

Mota-Engil 
Africa

MV Werften 
Wismar

National Grid

Nokia

Novolipetsk 
Steel (NLMK)

Perusahaan 
Listrik 
Negara 
(PLN) 

(Persero)

Petroleos 
Mexicanos 
(PEMEX)

Petrovietnam 
(PVN)

Power China

Qatar 
Petroleum

Royal IHC

Siemens

SMS Group

Suez

Sumitomo 
Corporation

Tata Power 
Limited

Vestas

Vietnam 
Electricity 

(EVN)

Yapi Merkezi 
Insaat ve 
Sanayi

ZTE 
Corporation

Petrovietnam 
Power 

Corporation 
(PV Power)

ACWA Power

Reliance 
Industries 
Limited

National Grid

Aarsleff

AB Volvo

ABB Hitachi

Abdul 
Monemgroup

Abu Dhabi 
Global Market

Abu Dhabi 
National Oil 

Company (ADNOC)

Achenbach 
Buschhütten 

GmbH + Co. KG

Advent 
Technologies Inc.

Aecon 
Concessions

Aeromexico

AIL Structured 
Finance Ltd

Airbus

AJP Currency 
Solutions

Al Zain group

Alexander Dennis

Alstom Transport

Amer-Con Corp.

Amkiagroup

ANAS S.p.A.

Andritz Hydro

Archer Daniels 
Midland

Arianespace

Asmara (BD) 
Private Limited | 

Bangladesh

ATLANTIC COPPER

ATR

AWAS

BAE Systems

Ballast Nedam

Bauen

Bechtel 
Enterprises

Besix

Bharti Airtel

Bluequest 
Resources AG

BNG Bank

BOBST Mex SA

Bonroy Petchem 
Co, Ltd

Borealis Kallo NV 

Boskalis 

Braskem

Burmeister & 
Wain Scandinavian 
Contractor (BWSC)

Business 
Connection BV

Cambridge 
Industries 

Canakkale 
Highway 

and Bridge 
Construction 

Carenes 
Enterprises

Casa Transport

Casale SA

Cassa Depositi 
e Prestiti

Caterpillar

Centunion  

China CAMC 
Engineering 

Co., LTD

CIM

COFCO 
International

Colas Rail

Comfit Textile 
sourcing (pvt.) 

limited

Comision Federal 
de Electricidad

COMMERCX 
LTD TURKEY

Construcciones 
y Auxiliar de 

Ferrocarriles (CAF)

Contracta

Contracta UK

Crescent Group

CSCEC ME

Damen 
Shipyards Group

DEME

Dieffenbacher GmbH

Ellipse Projects

Ellipse 
Projects SAS

EMD

Empire inc

Epiroc

Erdemir

ETESA S.A.

Etisalat 

Eurofinsa 

FCC Industrial 
e Infraestructuras 

Energéticas

Fives 

Freire shipyard

Gale Energy LLC

Gazprom

GE Capital

GE Connections - 
Grid Solutions

GEA Group 
Aktiengesellschaft

General Mills

Genomtech 
Bio Pvt Ltd

Gerald Group

Gim Export

GROB-WERKE 
GmbH & Co. KG

Heerema

Heye

Hitachi ABB 
Power Grids

HOMT 
España S.A. 

Humboldt 
Wedag 

International 
(KHD)

Imathia

Imlitex Holdings

Intecsa Industrial

IntelCap

Jaguar Steel 
& Coal Pte Ltd

JCB

JV Driver

Kairos Trade 
Group

KHS

Kipas

Klabin

KNGK-Trading 
SA 

Konecranes

KPC

Larsen 
& Toubro

Lenzing

Lenzing AG

Liebherr-Werk 
Ehingen GmbH

Linxon

Loesche GmbH 

Lorea 
Fashionwear

Louis Dreyfus 
Company

LUG Light 
Factory

Mabey 
Bridge Ltd

Maire 
Tecnimont

Makiber

MAKINI SARL

MAN Energy 
Solutions SE

MAN Truck 
& Bus AG

Maroc Telecom

Masan

Maschinenfabrik 
Rieter AG

Matothi 
investments 

limited

MAXDICAR SAS

MBDA

Med-Onus 
Pharma and 

Medical 
Equipment

Metis 
Markets LLC

Metso Outotec 
GmbH

Ministere 
de Economee

Ministerie van 
Financiën

Ministry of 
Agriculture

Mitas Energy 
and Metal 

Construction Inc.

Mitrelli

Mitsubishi 
Power Asia 

Pacific Pte. Ltd.

MODEC

MoF Morocco

MOF Qatar

MoF Tunisia

Mondo 
Kimya A. Ş.

Naval Group

Nidec 
ASI S.p.A.

NLMK

NMS 
Infrastructure 

Group 

Nokia Siemens 
Networks (NSN)

NovusAg

NWB

O2 Textile 
& Apparel (BD).

OCP

Oerlikon

ONEE electricity

ONEE water

PARCITANK, SA

PCM Turkey

Pelindo II

Pertamina

Philips

Phoenix 
Global DMCC

Platinums 
Group

POSCO 
International

PowerChina 
International 

Group Limited

PowerChina Intl

Primetals

Primetals 
Technologies 
Austria GmbH

Primex Steel 
Trading GmbH

Prive 
Technologies

PT PGN

QGMI

Rabobank

Raesa

Razel

Razel-Bec

Rheinmetall

Royal BAM 
Group

Sacyr 

Salama Coffee 
Estates Limited

Sandvik

Scania 

Shell 
International

Siemens AG

Siemens Bank

Siemens Energy 

Siemens Financial 
Services

Siemens Gamesa 
Renewable Energy

Siemens Gas 
& Power

Siemens Mobility

Sierentz Global 
Merchants SA

SMB Sourcing Ltd.

SML 
Maschinengesellschaft 

mbH

Sogea Satom

Sokoni plus

SoyVen Sarl

Stadler

Steelinvest Ltd

Syntegon 
Technology GmbH

Tadano Demag 
GmbH

Takeda 
Pharmaceutical 

Company

Talaat Moustafa 
Group

Tata Power 
Renewables

Technip FMC

TechnipFMC

Tecnicas 
Reunidas

Telecom Italia

Telefonica

Temamii

Thales

TMT Metals

Tomsa Destil S.L.

Trilogy 
Technologies 

Pte Ltd

Tumut group 
for Bunker 

Storage and 
Aeration  for 

Grains

Turk 
Telekomunikasyon

Tziyon Mining Co.

Usaha Tegas

Valmet

VAMED

Van Oord

Vanderlande 
Industries

Veles Water Ltd

Verizon 
Communications 

Viabuild

Vinci 
Construction 

Grand Projects

VINCI Energies 
International 
And Systems

Voith Hydro

Volvo 
Construction 

Equipment AB

VSMPO-AVISMA

VWT Group Head 
of Management 

Control and 
Financial 

Operations

Wartsila

Yapi ve Kredi 
Bankasi

Yapi ve Kredi 
Bankasi A.S.

Zurcher Odio 
Raven

Alcatel 
Submarine 
Networks

Talbot

Alstom

ArcelorMittal

Bechtel

Bouygues

China State 
Construction 
Engineering 
Corporation

Colas

Daimler AG

Damen

Elecnor

ENEL Group

Ericsson

General Electric 

Gulf Petrochem

Honeywell

Huawei 
Technologies 

Company 

IVECO
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YOUR TICKET ADMITS ACCESS 
TO ALL REGIONAL AREAS

YOUR TICKET ADMITS ACCESS 
TO ALL REGIONAL AREAS

Early BIrd Early BIrd Early BIrd Early BIrd Early BIrd Early BIrd Early BIrd Early BIrd Early BIrd ENDS 25TH 
SEPTEMBER Full prIce Full prIce Full prIce Full prIce Full prIce Full prIce Full prIce Full prIce Full prIce 

SPONSOR AND TAILORED DELEGATE 
PACKAGES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE 

SPONSOR AND TAILORED DELEGATE 
PACKAGES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE 

BOOK YOUR PLACES 
ONLINE NOW 

3 VIRTUAL ONLY 
EVENT TICKETS

2 VIRTUAL ONLY 
EVENT TICKETS

1 VIRTUAL ONLY 
EVENT TICKETS

€4699€4699€4699€4699€4699€4699€4699€4699€4699

€3299€3299€3299€3299€3299€3299€3299€3299€3299

€2199€2199€2199€2199€2199€2199€2199€2199€2199

3 VIRTUAL ONLY 
EVENT TICKETS

2 VIRTUAL ONLY 
EVENT TICKETS

1 VIRTUAL ONLY 
EVENT TICKETS

€4999€4999€4999€4999€4999€4999€4999€4999€4999

€3499€3499€3499€3499€3499€3499€3499€3499€3499

€2499€2499€2499€2499€2499€2499€2499€2499€2499

BooK NoWBooK NoWBooK NoWBooK NoWBooK NoWBooK NoWBooK NoWBooK NoWBooK NoW

ELSA FUCILE 

  DOMINIK KLOIBER

GRACE JACKSON

NATASHA WARNE 

EAVIE BURNETT 

To discuss content 
for MENA and 

the Americas plus 
corporate participation 

To arrange your 
virtual event 

package

For help with the 
virtual event 

platform 

For help with event 
registration and 

media partnerships 

To discuss content for 
Africa and Asia regions 

and FEX event plus 
corporate participation 

dominik.kloiber@txfmedia.com

elsa.fucile@txfmedia.com

grace.jackson@txfmedia.com

natasha.warne@txfmedia.com

eavie.burnett@txfmedia.com

GET IN TOUCH WITH DOMINIK KLOIBER FOR YOURS

DOMINIK.KLOIBER@TXFMEDIA.COM

ALEXANDRA SHATOVA 
To group bookings 

and delegate 
passes.

alexandra.shatova@txfmedia.com

TOM PYCRAFT 
To discuss content for 

the global export 
event and corporate 

participation 

tom.pycraft@txfmedia.com

CORPORATES 
CORPORATES ATTEND FOR FREE

ATTEND FOR FREE

CORPORATES ATTEND FOR FREE

CLICK HERE
CLICK HERE
CLICK HERECORPORATES 

CORPORATES ATTEND FOR FREE
ATTEND FOR FREE

CORPORATES ATTEND FOR FREE

CLICK HERE
CLICK HERE
CLICK HERECORPORATES ATTEND FOR FREE

CLICK HERE

https://www.txfnews.com/Account/Booking/189
http://content.txfmedia.com/TXF-World-Fair-2020
mailto:dominik.kloiber@txfmedia.com
mailto:dominik.kloiber@txfmedia.com
mailto:elsa.fucile@txfmedia.com
mailto:tom.pycraft@txfmedia.com
mailto:grace.jackson@txfmedia.com
mailto:natasha.warne@txfmedia.com
mailto:alexandra.shatova@txfmedia.com
mailto:eavie.burnett@txfmedia.com
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